
Sep 2008 - April 2012

Bachelor's Degree in Computer Science - IT

Illinois Institute of TechnologyEducation

Built new integrations with 3rd party services

Developed custom websites and applications and extended existing websites 

and applications using WordPress and other frameworks such as Laravel

Actively used features in PHP like Dependency Injection

Supported of cross-browser and platform solutions in local test environments

Wrote back-end code and built efficient PHP modules

Contributed in all phases of the development lifecycle

Performed rapid prototyping with Adobe XD or Figma

Used HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, and JQuery to fix website issues

Tested, debugged and maintained coding practices put in place by the lead 

web developer

Launched websites to ensure minimal downtime and SEO impact

Participated in discussions with clients and team members about technical 

best practices and help teams identify optimal technical solutions

Created, updated and revised websites according to agency standards

10COM has been generating, developing corporate brands, unmatched graphic 
designs, effective optimization strategies, cutting edge websites and web designs. 
Their core drive enthusiasm and dedication to this industry fuels the hunger for 
trendsetting creativity and excellence. They are a group of highly skilled individuals 
and specialists, ensuring exceptional quality in the mission of exceeding our client’s 
highest expectations.
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May 2012 - Dec 2016

PHP Developer

- Chicago, IL10comWebDevelopment 

Customized themes, installing plugins, modules, and components based on 
requirements

Conducting analysis of website and application requirements

Supported & maintained existing client properties

Implemented responsive designs from the design team

Wrote accessible front end code

Designed and developed WordPress features such as plugins and custom 
functionality

Maintain WordPress Platform and code refactoring

Participated in SCRUM sprint planning and story grooming

Established replicable development workflows that improve iteration 

turnaround time

Identified problems uncovered by testing or client feedback, and corrected 
problems or referred problems to appropriate team members for correction

Stayed up to date on new technologies, trends and best practices and applying 
them to our process

Assisted in providing estimates for custom development projects

Social Driver is a digital agency trusted by the world's leading corporations and 
nonprofit organizations for strategic solutions for social media, websites, and digital 
marketing. They have experience working with hundreds of clients, world-class 
expertise in digital and social media, and a culture of long-term client partnerships.
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Jan 2017 - Jun 2019

PHP / WordPress Developer

- Chicago, ILSocial Driver

Used advanced, standards-based HTML/Sass/CSS to implement and maintain 
responsive designs and content

Built HTML email templates, testing compatibility with multiple email clients, and 
prepared files for review and delivery through third-party vendors or web-based 
email tools

Provided technical leadership and support to other decision support team 
members

Refined specifications and requirements from the needs of various departments 
and stakeholders

Used GIT, JIRA, and Confluence to plan and execute work plans

Evaluated code to ensure that it is valid, is properly structured, is secure, meets 
industry standards and is compatible with browsers, devices, or operating 
systems

Assisted in mobile app conceptualization and prototyping

Was incharge of code reviewing of junior, intermediate and senior team 
members

In coordination with Sales, participated in client calls for discovery when 
necessary for custom technical projects

Communicated cross-team dependency issues quickly and followed up to 
ensure prompt resolution of blockers

Assisted in resource management, project assignment and new project 
discoveries

Identified risks, opportunities and corrective actions associated with the project 
and related milestones or resourcing

Dealer Inspire (DI) is a leading disruptor in the automotive industry through our 
innovative culture, legendary service, and kick-ass website, technology, and marketing 
solutions. Their mission is to future-proof local dealerships by building the essential, 
mobile-first platform that makes automotive retail faster, easier, and smarter for both 
shoppers and dealers.
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Jul 2019 - Current

Full Stack WordPress Developer

- Chicago, ILDealer InspireExperience

MySQL

HTML5

CSS3

SASS

LESS

Material

Tailwind

Bootstrap

Javascript

Figma

Sketch

Adobe Creative Suite

Git

BitBucket

WordPress

WooCommerce

Gutenberg Blocks

PSD to WordPress

WordPress Plugins

Gravity forms

Carbon Fields

Advance Custom Fields

Shopify

Liquid templating

Shopify Theme Development

E-commerce

PHP

Laravel

Skills

Results-oriented Full Stack WordPress Developer with 10+ years of experience in 
creating eCommerce websites using WordPress, Shopify that is integrated with 
PayPal, Stripe and other payment API‘s. Excellent problem-solving skills and abtility 
to perform well in a team environment. Led and managed a team of five talented 
and energetic web developers at Dealer Inspire. Skilled with Sketch, and Adobe 
Creative Suite.

312-883-5018          syed@syedfaisal.co          www.syedfaisal.co

Full Stack WordPress
Web Developer

SyedFaisal
Chicago, IL

Overview


